
The CyberSpace Sleuths 

THE CASE OF THE 
MALWARE MENACE 



THE MYSTERY OF THE MALWARE 
MENACE 

In the busy hallways of Highcrest  Middle School, where 
kids rush to their next class, there were twins named Ellie 
and Luke, both 12 years old. Ellie and Luke didn't just look 
alike, they both loved to learn new things. They were part 
of a special group at school called the tech club, where 
they learned about computers and codes. 

One Monday that was a bit different from other days, Ellie 
and Luke stayed in the computer room after everyone else 
had gone, working on a cool project. Luke clicked on 
something by mistake and, all of a sudden, a scary red skull 
popped up on the screen! 

"Luke, what did you do?" Ellie asked him, trying to stay 
quiet. They knew that this red skull meant something bad: a 
computer bug had gotten into the school's computers. 

At first, they were really surprised and didn't know what to 
do, but then Ellie started to think about how they might fix 
the problem, while Luke felt really sorry for the trouble he 



might have caused. Luke thought they should go tell Ms. 
Clark, their computer teacher. 

But Ellie had another idea. "Let's try to figure this out 
before we tell anyone. It might not be a big problem," she 
said. 

The twins started to look for answers online. They found 
out that the red skull was a sign used by a tricky person 
who liked to cause problems in schools' computers. It was 
a warning that important stuff could be taken from the 
computers. 

Ellie and Luke realized they needed to tell Ms. Clark what 
was happening. She listened carefully and told them that it 
was really good that they tried to find out more, but this 
was something that needed experts to fix. She reminded 
them how being safe on computers is super important and 
that being careless can lead to big problems. 

With the help of Ellie and Luke, the school's computer 
wizards quickly fixed everything and stopped the bug. But 
that wasn't the end of the story. 

Because of what happened, the school started teaching 
everyone how to be safe when they use computers. Ellie 
and Luke even got to tell their story to other kids in school 
to teach them about being careful online. 



Their adventure taught all the students how to make strong 
passwords, to stay away from downloading things they 
don't recognize, and how important it is to keep their 
computer programs up-to-date. 

Ellie and Luke became heroes in their school, known for 
helping keep everyone safe from sneaky computer bugs. 
They still loved learning about technology, but now they 
knew that being careful and knowing about safety is just as 
important as the fun stuff. And that's how they became the 
cool cyber guardians of Highcrest Middle School, always 
ready to protect their friends from the digital dangers that 
can hide behind the screen. 




